Abstract. In this paper, we present a morphogenetic approach to self-organized collective movement of a swarm. We assume that the robots (agents) do not have global knowledge of the environment and can communicate only locally with other robots. In addition, we assume that the robots are not able to perform directional sensing. To self-organize such systems, we adopt here a simplified diffusion mechanism inspired from biological morphogenesis. A guidance mechanism is proposed based on the history of morphogen concentrations. The division of labor is achieved by type differentiation to allocate different tasks to different type of robots. Simulations are run to show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The robustness of the algorithm is demonstrated by introducing an obstacle into the environment and removing a subset of robots from the swarm.
Introduction
For a robotic swarm, collective movement can be defined as moving in an environment and interacting with objects and obstacles in the environment without losing a predefined form or pattern [1] . Such collective movement can be of great interest in practice in many situations such as rescue or formation flying [2, 3] . One main reason is that multi-robot systems can reduce the chance of complete failure and make the system more adaptable to the environmental changes. However, designing a selforganized multi-robot system is very challenging in that it is not straightforward to develop local interaction rules that can produce the desired global behaviors. The benefit of multi-robot systems can be fully exploited only if the control mechanism is decentralized. Biological systems are one of the best examples that use the decentralized, self-organizing control mechanisms. In nature, complex living organs develop from a fertilized cell during the embryonic development into a complex morphology without a central controller. Many researchers have attempted to implement principles inspired from biological development in swarm robotics [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Among others, considerable attention has been dedicated recently to bio-inspired aggregation and patter formation behaviors [9] [10] [11] [12] , mainly because such aggregation and formation behaviors are the fundamental functions for swarm robotic systems to accomplish more complex tasks.
According to the findings in research on embryonic development, morphogens play a major role in the development of organs and the pattern formation. Diffusing through the tissues, morphogens form gradients that provide cells with relative positional information. Robustness, high complexity, flexibility and adaptability in a changing environment are the most salient features of morphogenesis [13] . Inspired by biological morphogenesis, Jin and Meng [7] introduced the term of "morphogenetic robotics", where genetic and cellular mechanisms in biological morphogenesis are adopted for self-organizing swarm or modular robotic systems.
Inspired by morphogenesis, several self-organizing algorithms for adaptive pattern formation have been developed. Among these, some studies focus on stationary pattern formation only. For instance, Memei et al [9] applied a morphogen gradient to a swarm of robots to achieve polygonal patterns. Shen et al [4] investigated the use of a morphogenetic reaction-diffusion system in swarm robots. Ikemoto et al [10] proposed a method to generate simple polygonal shapes by implementing a reactiondiffusion model containing two morphogens. Other studies explored the use of gene regulatory networks to transform morphogen gradients into robot motions in order to form adaptive patterns [5 7, 8] . However, they are either still stationary [7] , or require global position information [5] , or rely on the targets' location [8] . Sayama [6] simulated a moving pattern in a swarm of robots, where the patterns do not have a constant shape.
Ho et al [14] proposed an algorithm for navigation of a swarm with predefined shape through a user-defined path. However the initial formation is not selforganizing but user-defined. Moreover, the agents need global position information and are supposed to know the path in advance. There is also no limit on communication between the agents. Navaro and Matia [15] presented a framework for collective movement of a swarm of robots, where robots can maintain a specified distance from each other and form a triangular lattice. The robots in their algorithm are supposed to be capable of directional sensing.
In this paper, we investigate how a swarm of robots can achieve collective movement where each individual robot has no information about the position of others, a short range of communication and no directional sensing. We assume that the only information that is exchanged among the robots is the morphogens' concentrations and the robots' differentiated types. It is also assumed that each robot is able to measure the distance between itself and its neighbors. These assumptions are essential for us because we intend to implement the proposed algorithm in a swarm of very simple robots with limited computational and communication capabilities such as the Kilobot [16] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe in detail the proposed algorithm for self-organized collective movement. In the Section 3, we present the simulation results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and its robustness to obstacles and partial robot failures as well. In the last section, we conclude the paper with a brief summary and a discussion of future work.
